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A Consideration of the Essay Material in the 

Minor Realistic Kovel of the Period from 1740 to 1762 

In considering the literary achievements of the eighteenth 

century, it is well to note that at least two great divergent 

traditions of prose writing had their inception within its hounds - 

the periodical essay and the realistic novel. In regard to the origin 

of the essay as a form of prose it is difficult to speak 

with certainty. Almost every age and country has a form 

essentially resembling the essay, but the particular type, the 

periodical essay ran its course before the close of the century. 

The realistic modern novel also had its impetus in the eighteenth 

century with Richardson's Pamela, but it is still developing 

as a kind of literature. The fact that there is a definite 

link between these two great traditions is a fact without 

question, but it is impossible to state just how much inspiration 

and motive power the essay gave to the novel. T«7e must recognize 

from the outset that some of the novel's salient characteristics 

existed in the Sir Roger de Coverly papers in the Spectator 

thirty years before the novel proper appeared. In fact, the lack 

of situation and sustained narrative is the only major defect. 

However, my purpose is not to prove the hypothesis that the 

early eighteenth century periodical essays are the ancestors. 

or the antecedents of the novel; rather it is given: the essay 

and the novel existing side by side in the midperiod of 
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the eighteenth century, an engulfing process took place, and hy 

the end of the century, the periodical essay had very much 

receded in importance; the more vital novel had absorbed, 

swallowed up its static material,' and usurped its popularity. It 

is with the relation of these two forces in the minor novels 

following Pamela that I wish to deal. 

In the novels that I will study for this subject, I will 

attempt to resolve four main problems: (l) What type of essay 

material was used by the novelists? e.g. What were the favorite 

subjects employed; were they moralizing in tone as many of the 

essays themselves were? (2) How is the material generally pre¬ 

sented, e.g. naturally arising from the exigencies of the plot, 

as discussions among the characters, or as a wholly separate 

moralistic or satirical com.ient of the author? (3) Is this 

incorporation a usual thing? In other words do most of the novels 

in this period abound in this material? And what is the ratio 

of the popularity of the novel as compared with the amount of 

essay material in it? (4) Why does the novelist make use of the 

essay? Is it merely a device to fill copy or did the novelist 

feel that the people and the age demanded it? Is the dis¬ 

cussion of intrinsic value to the novel? My thesis then in the 

proper analysis is to prove that the minor novels following 

Pamela logically demonstrate the first expansion of the novel as 

its long groping tentacles surround the essay enriching itself 

in this manner. 
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As to the general subject matter of the discussions in the 

novels, it is actually as wide in range as the essays themselves, 

but on close scrutiny it is possible to discover certain 

recurring themes, and some of the books in this limited period are 

written exclusively on one essaÿ-like theme, as for example the 

expose of friendship in Fielding1s David Simule, or the consideration 

of marriage in Jenny and Jemmy Jessamy by Eliza Haywood, One 

relatively important novel called Letters from Felicia to Charlotte 

proves remarkable for our purpose. Published in 1744 by a still 

doubtful author, either Mary Collyer, Joseph Collyer or a combina¬ 

tion of the^two, it is an epistolary type in the manner of 

Richardson. The characters tell their story through the means 

of letters to one another. The plot for our purpose is super- 
f 

fluous. Suffice it to say that it consists of the even then trite 

theme of lovers, one of whom does not have an estate equal to that 

of the other and is thought unworthy for that cause. The situation 

is that of a young girl Felicia, who has left London to live with 

her aunt in the country and who is going to write faithfully to her 

good friend Charlotte all her adventures in specific detail. As 

early as Letter Four, we get a complete essay on the nature of 

man in the words of the admirable youth Lucius, the unfortunate 

lover. His outburst is the result of an old maid's cynical speech 

on the depravity of the whole of the human species with the exception 

1. F.W.Bateson,(Editor), The Cambridge Bibliography of English 
Literature. New York, 1941, Vol.II, P.543. 
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of herself. Lucius informs the company (and the reader); "It is 

really a great reflection on our almighty Father, the Author of 

Nature, on His wisdom and goodness, on His spotless purity to say 

that man is au object of detestation or abhorrence. If we 

impartially survey the first impressions of nature", Lucius asserts, 

"and the origin of our passions, we shall find that those 

propensities that are not acquired are on the side of virtue. The 

mind of the infant no sooner begins to open and expand than he 

feels the dawn of reason •• But even before reason can take place and 

while this resplendent ray of Deity is too glimmering to direct him in 

the paths, of truth and virtue, he feels within him an internal and 

moral sense .." Felicia's aunt then continues the conversation giviig 

examples of moral goodness in children. Lucius concludes with the 

thought that the worst sins occur in old age, as for example avarice, 

and the reason that men err and fall is education e.g. education 
1 

through experience and constant temptation. To consider this 

conversation as much more than an essay is impossible, but it is 

interesting to note how cleverly this early writer presented the 

material, having Lucius burst forth into speech indignantly to 

answer the bitter, cynical old woman. The nature of man, whether 

he was naturally virtuous or originally sinful, was a debatable 

question to the eighteenth century, argued by the church which 

upheld his sinfulness, and secular thinkers and deists who upheld 

his goodness and capability for perfection. That Felicia is able 

to repeat from memory a conversation which takes several double 

1.Joseph or Mary Collyer, (?) .Letters from Felicia to Charlotte,. 
London, 1788, (Novelist's Magazine.Vol.XXIII),pp. 11-14. 
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columned pages in a novel is ingeniously explained fox the sake 

of realism; hex aunt deeply impressed with the young man's argument 

requests a copy of his thoughts in writing, and Felicia transcribes 

every word of the discussion to Charlotte, 

Again in Letter Eight, we find a similar digression on man's 

moral nature. Several of the characters have gone on a short ex¬ 

cursion to a neighboring nobleman's country seat, Felicia herself 

gives us a clue as to the real purpose of the digression by stating 

at the beginning of the letter that she will leave the tender tale 

of love for a theme which even one of Charlotte's gay disposition 

will find equally entertaining and instructive. Instruction, then, 

moral teaching is of prime importance at least to this novelist. 

Felicia writes to Charlotte: "The company was no sooner joined 

than after some compliments from the gentlemen in the other coach, 

we fell insensibly into moralyzing on the various beauties of nature 

and comparing the natural connection there is between the exterior 

arrangement of bodies and the proportion of internal beauty." At 

this juncture, Lucius again bursts forth. "What a delightful sen¬ 

sation does this azure dome give the eye. But all lovely as this 

scene appears, how much doth it fall short of the nobler landscape of 

the mind." The clergyman in the party, of course, challenges Lucius 

with the idea that mankind is from birth a low,grovelling brute, and 

that he voluntarily prostitutes the nobler powers of the soul .. and 

prefers the pleasure of a mere animal to the manly entertainments 

of reason. The champion of men, Lucius interrupts with the words, 
a 

"Let us leave this disagreeable subject, and with hearts warmed 
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with, a love of truth and virtue, impartially inquire if vice ie 

really so prevalent as upon a superficial view it appears to he." 

In this way he hopes to convince the company that virtue is more 

universal than vice and with arguments that sound very much like 

the third Earl of Shaftesbury continues? "Let us gaze at the barbarous 

savages. They have the same love of country, the same natural 

affection, even the same impression of the universal deity as 
1 

polished Europeans.," Felicia, introducing the conversation 

proves without doubt what type of topic will be discussed, when 

she states that we insensibly fell to. moralizing. The word insen¬ 

sibly is our key to confirm the fact that the author is pointing out 

that these essay-like discussions were the natural result of the 

conversation carried on by a collection of people in this age. 

Insensibly, unconsciously such was the general trend that the 

people began moralizing. The essays in the Tatler and the Spectator 

played an important part in establishing this attitude. That the 

novelist realized the incorporation of straight discussion material 

was outside of her province is demonstrated in these lines: "Con¬ 

fess my dear Charlotte that I have wearied you with the repetition 

of this grave conversation." Thus as in our modern novels, the 

fact remains that no matter what may be the purpose of the book, 

the characters and their adventures are the part of the novel which 

holds the interest. In Letter Seventeen we have a discussion of 

Deism, the religion of nature, the newest vogue of the age, the 

accepted religion of many liberals of the day. Felicia has gone to 

l.Collyer, 0£. cit..pp.26-51 
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pay a visit to Sophronia, the mother of Lucius. "We were enter¬ 

tained with several subjects without the least connection, most 

of which were trifling; but at last the clergy being mentioned .. 

we insensibly (again) became interested in the subject. From the 

clergy we digressed to religion, an easy transition; when some of 

the errors of Christians sanctified by the venerable name ortho¬ 

doxy were proved inconsistent with reason .." Lucius, as usual, 

is the main speaker. "But the beneficent Father", he concludes, 

"has strongly connected by the very frame of our minds, vice 

and cruelty with hate; shame and horror; virtue with a thousand 

lovely attractives ..He creates to communicate happiness and 

forms a wonderful scale of beings, widely to extend the glorious 

emanations of his goodness. He makes it their duty ta be happy; 

and the glory of each individual, is like him, to diffuse happiness .. 

This is the religion of nature, the generous, the friendly religion 

of the Bible, the one invariable religion." The whole company then 

join Lucius in expressing their opinions on the subject. As one 

would expect,the opposite theory,the Calvinistic arises when ^ 

the characters begin thinking on the differences of the two. Soph- 

ronia commences bjr stating some objections to Calvinism. "The 

deity all lovely as he is .. is represented as stern and inexorable, 

weak and partial, as supreme in fell revenge, with relentless mal¬ 

evolence consigning irretrievably before the world began, ninety-nine 

of every hundred of his future off-spring to eternal horrors .. 

while they the destined few, happy favorites, triumph in his mercy 

and extol this superlative instance of his paternal goodness and 
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kind partiality.M ffHorrid thought ", ejaculates Lucius. "What a 

tyrant! ’.That a monster! What a devil!" Felicia agrees, "Strange 

absurdity that religion should be brought to overturn all the ob- 

ligations of religion! For it is incredible that any revelation 

could be thought to be true which supposes the author of it false, 
1 

malevolent, and cruel The conversation is broken off by the 

arrival of Felicia's father. The preceding examples, without ex¬ 

ception have been completely on religious or moral subjects, and this 

type of subject matter is to be found in all of the essays in this 

novel. 

The entire last half of the novel, much as in Pamela, is taken 

up with Felicia after her marriage. The action or plot details begin 

to be unimportant and the discussions and conversations of the 

characters are emphasized. In Letter Twenty-lTine there is a long 

digression criticizing those who believe that God was created especi¬ 

ally for them and those who assail God's ears with trivial petitions. 

"Men", Lucius suggests,"are carried away by false appearances and en¬ 

amoured with the dazzling shew of some glittering trifle. Providence 

they flatter themselves, is employed on their behalf, and the God 

of nature engaged in procuring the empty, pernicious bauble." Larilla 

questions Lucius, as to whether he means God is entirely unconcerned 

about the temporal hap dness of individuals, for that tssertion 

would be wrong too. Lucius explains that he had only endeavored to ex¬ 

pound a false notion of God and that kind of superstition, which makes 

some men who deem themselves the peculiar favorites of heavan > 

l.Collyer, on. cit., pp.55-57. 
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resolve events the most trivial, in comparison with the most impor¬ 

tant concerns of human life, into signal blessings and deliverances. 

"A man of this turn", continues Lucius, "never reflects that the super¬ 

intending care of Providence is exercised over a whole universe, and 

with regard to him only as a part of that whole. His gratitude lies 

dormant until some circumstance of his own life calls it forth to 

exercise." The entire company enters more largely into the consid¬ 

eration of a particular Providence after Lucius terminates his speech. 

Felicia again makes an apology or an excuse for the dullness of the 

conversation when she states to Charlotte that the transcription of 

this talk is a task somewhat above her abilities and as she .shall 

be forced to abridge a very long dispute, she is aware that it will 

lack all those natural graces in the representation which gave it 
1 

life and spirit in the original. 

In Lucius'â visits among his tenants, he discovers a worthy, old 

man who although struck by poverty is yet thankful and satisfied 

with the little he has. Once from a wealthy family, he has been turned 

away from the doors of his relatives. "Tis very strange", proclaims 

Lucius,"but whoever calls for assistance is sure to meet with con¬ 

tempt and scorn .. yet there is a chain of dependence which runs 

through all nature, by which every species of beings have a dependence 

on each other: but let us view only man, that proud being, that in 

spite of all the clearest dictates of reason, would fain persuade 

himself that he stands alone and free from obligations; wraps himself 

up in self sufficiency and refuses to confer on another what he 

1. Collyer, opoit.. pp.100-101. 
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imagines he does not want himself. The infant no sooner breathes 

•• than he proclaims his wants .. he is therefore committed to 

strangers and receives his first obligations from them; he grows up 

and daily demands help from his parents, and as his years increase 

his dependence • • becomes more general .. until at last he becomes 

a debtor to thousands but if after this he refuses his assistance 

or contemns him that stands in need of it, he is no longer a man 
1 

but a monster." That the author is afraid this discussion,too,will 

prove boring is shown in the fact that Felicia counsels Charlotte 

to remember that she has been telling the history of a hero in 

patience, and Charlotte should realize that it does not become her 

to express much uneasiness at such a trifle as the length of a 

letter. 

From the foregoing selections from the novel we can discover the 

answer to our four main questions, (l) Svery subject that was even 

mentioned in the novel as a topic for discussion was moralizing and 

didactic, the majority being either on the nature of God or man, 

and the relationship of God to man, or man to man. It is true that 

the essays do take place realistically in the words of the characters 

but the subjects themselves are often extraneous to the romance of 

Felicia and Lucius; however, they do come about by the situations 

in which the characters find themselves. The author goes to great 

detail to explain to the reader that all this moralistic commentary 

was quite insensibly done, but "methinks the lady doth protest too 

much." Moreover, many of the discussions have been apologized for 

1. Collyer, op.cit..pp.113-114 
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especially as to their length and their tediousness, providing 

ample reason to believe that the author either thought the 

digressions were helpful to the reader or necessary due to the example 

presented by other novels of the same period. The novel was re- 
1 

printed in 1755 and again in 1788. Although it contains possibly 

more extraneous material than most novels of the age, it must have 

been fairly popular in its day, being reprinted in the Novelists 

Magazine. 

David Simule by Sarah Fielding, which has already been mentioned 

as a complete expose of friendship, is dated a little earlier than 

Felicia to Charlottef and is interesting in the fact that although 

Sarah was the sister of the famous Henry Fielding, her work paid 
2 

allegiance to Richardson instead. Following Pamela very closely, 

Miss Fielding shows many of Richardson's habits in diction, but this 

her earliest and perhaps best known book disregards Richardson’s 

convention of letter-writing except in a few places and contrary to 

all expectations follows the plan of the omniscient author. That 

the estimable Miss Fielding is writing the book as a medium through 

which she may state her thoughts is certain,for in the preface 

Henry Fielding writes, "I might farther observe .. that every epi¬ 

sode bears a manifest impression of the principal design, and chiefly 

turns on the perfection or imperfection of friendship; of which 

noble passion .. this little book is in my opinion the most exact 
3 

model.” With this statement in mind, I believe it is safe to say 

l.F. 17. Bateson (Ed.), op. cit.. P.543 
2.Ibid. 
3.Sarah Fielding, The Adventures of David SimuleT London, 1782, 

pp. 5-6. (Novelist*s Magazine. VolJlX) 
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that Sarah Fielding had one definite purpose in mind in the novel 

e.g. to satirize some aspects of friendship or to establish a mode 

of friendship to instruct the age. All of the essays in the book 

contribute to the central purpose of the novel,for all of them hinge 

on friendship. A hint is also given in the preface about the 

manner of their presentation. "The sentiments are in general ex¬ 

tremely delicate; those particularly which regard friendship are I 

think noble and elevated; for can I help remarking that the author 

hath been so careful in justly adapting them to her characters, that 

a very indifferent reader, after he is in the least acquainted with 

the character of the speaker may seldom fail of applying every senti- 
1 

ment to the person who utters it." From this statement we gain the 

knowledge that the essays will be presented through the conversation 

of the characters and each will be definitely opinionated in some 

manner. The main design of the novel is to be found in the follow¬ 

ing excerpt from the book. "This was the phantom, the idol of his 

soul's admiration,(e.g.David Simple) in the worship of which he at 

length became such an enthusiast, that he was in this point only as 

mad as Quixote himself could be with knight errantry .. he at length 

took the oddest most unaccountable resolution that ever was heard of 

viz: to travel through the whole world rather than not meet with a 

real friend .. his design was to seek out one capable of being a 

real friend .. In this project he intended not to spend a farthing 

more than was necessary designing to keeo all his money to share 
2 

with his friend." In the fashion of Don Quixote, David meets with 

adventures which are characteristic episodes of human life, but he 

1.Sarah Fielding, op.cit.. p.6 
2.Ibid.p.16   
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makes very little real essay reflections on them. The pattern is 

to meet a person who seems to him very good and in the course of 

the story is either proved had hy his actions or is pointed out 

a rascal hy the instruction of others. The discussions are not 

nearly so sharply defined as in Felicia to Charlotte hut are found 

in precise, witty sentences rather than lengthy conversations on gen¬ 

eral topics and the didacticism is more easily found in the outcome 

of the episodes and the pattern of good on the outside, had on the 

inside* 

To orient ourselves, it might he wise to look at the history 

of the novel at this time. We have considered two novels that were 

written directly under the influence of Samuel Richardson especially 

as to the manner in which they introduced the reflections and essay¬ 

like discussions of their characters. We must rememher, however, 

that there were two great novelists in this era. It is needless 

to explain again Henry Fielding's first motives for writing a novel, 

or how his burlesque of Richardson's Pamela grew into a novel of 

itself, hut it must he noted that Richardson and Fielding being 

two completely different personalities, the novels immediately 
1 

following them naturally divided into two distinct styles. 

Richardson in Pamela had allowed the characters through their 

communications to each other to express their own thoughts in concise 

essay paragraphs. It is not at all possible to ascribe the 

reflections to Richardson. To my mind it is this quality which leads 

more conclusively to the development of later novels, in a straight 

1. Edward Wagenknecht. Cavalcade of the English Hovel. Hew York. 
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line from Richardson to our own age. It is this style, this 

method of Richardson’s which is also the most influential in 

many of the novels in the two decades following Pamela. Fielding’s 

novels though perhaps showing a more easily discernible relationship 

to the essay periodical are as such in a class of their own, and 

for this reason, Fielding is far less significant in his manner of 

interpolating the essay than was Richardson. His essay material was 

apart, separated, and extrinsic to the circumstances of the story. 

For instance, Fielding initiates Book I of Joseph Andrews by dis¬ 

coursing at length on the fact that examples teach better than 
1 

precepts, etc. Thus he writes the life of Joseph Andrews to in¬ 

struct the reader. In several places the characters such as Parson 

Adams give views and opinions, but many of these are burlesqued and 

the remainder are abruptly inserted and are disconnected with the 

incidents in the story. The essays cannot be disassociated from 

Fielding himself, and the most important of these asides are actually 

expressed to the reader from the author directly. As Howard Mumford 

Jones says in his introduction to Joseph Andrews. «the preface to 

Joseph Andrews and the opening chapters of the several books are in 

fact not fictional units but informal essays, satiric or serious in 

tone .. These prefatory essays are obviously the work of a man who 

has been writing for the eighteenth century periodical. In the 

Champion founded in 1739, Fielding had been conducting an imitation 

of the Spectator under the name Hercules Vinegar, and these essays 

contain characters which anticipate Parson Adams, etc. .. If it is 

true that Mr. Spectator and his companions need only be involved in 

a plot to produce a novel, the creator of Captain Vinegar was still 

1. Henry Fielding, Joseph Andrews. Hew York, Modern Library,1939, 
P.3. 
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likely to stop in his novels long enough to insert essays which 

essentially belong in a periodical; and though no one would spare 

the introductory chapters to the several books in Tom Jones or for 

that matter Joseph Andrews. the point is that the nascent art of 

fiction has in this respect not quite cut its connections with other 

literary forms.n And I might add that the novel never does cut 

entirely its connection with the essay. Instead, gradually the essay 

becomes more and more an inherent part of the novel and finally degen¬ 

erates or regenerates into an aid to the study of character. But 

Fielding’s unique and sometimes whimsical way of speaking directly 
« 

to the reader, of separating the moralistic comment into an essay 

that brings the author to the reader is not as important to us as the 

trend of absorbing the essay into the novel in the style of Richardson, 

although it persists in some authors. The majority of the minor 

novelists of the day felt Richardson's influence in this one respect 

more strongly than Fielding's, and although there were many imitations 

of Tom Jones, the imitation consisted generally in the plot formula 

rather than what is important to us, the underlying structure of 

the essay material, as for example Joe Thompson which I will consider 

later. 

One of the lesser known novels, which contrary to the usual 

trend of interpolating the essays follows Fielding rather than Richard¬ 

son, is Jack Connor, a servile copy of Tom Jones, written by William  s  

Chaigneau. The bookseller, in a long preface to the reader states 

1. Henry Fielding, Joseph Andrews,.(Preface by H.M.Jones^New York, 
Modern Library Edition, P.xv. 

2. F.T. Blanchard, Fielding the novelist.London. 1926, P.55. ‘ 
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that the story of Jack Connor may be justly considered upon the 

whole as a truly moral tale, not withstanding some levities may be 

found in it. "The principles", he continues, "which the author 

everywhere aims to inculcate by the moral of his fable and the con¬ 

duct and characters of the persons introduced into it are just, 

honorable, and amiable: so that if some parts of his work are only 

intended to divert the reader yet others can scarcely fail of im¬ 

proving him. On the other hand he has so justly ridiculed some of 

the reighing follies and severely exposed and lashed many vices of 

the times. But the merit of this work consists less in the entertain¬ 

ment it may afford as a novel or the satisfaction it may give to the 

lovers of satire, than in those parts where the author digresses 

into useful lessons of morality, and where he introduces certain 

conversation pieces: from whence his younger readers may draw proper 

hints for their improvement in ooliteness, humanity .. and in fine 

in the art of meriting and acquiring the respect a.nd the love of 

mankind. In the first volume we have some admirable rules for the 

education of youth especially young gentlemen. In the second the 

author makes some agreeable excursions into the political world, 

where he takes frequent occasion of showing his attachment to the 

present government. In short we may say of this work .. that 

instruction and profitable entertainment are here so agreeably blended 

that the one is never suffered to become tedious and irksome or the 
1 

other to cloy or fill the mind too much." 

There is no need questioning further the motive of this author. 

1. William Chaigneau, Jack Connor. Dublin, 1766, pp.xii-xiii(Preface 
Vol.I. 
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According to the bookseller, ostensibly, probably the author himself 

in reality, he is actually bent on giving some good instructions 

and his asides or essay discussions d.re either to be satires on the 

follies of the time in the manner of the periodicals or to give in¬ 

struction. This preface could easily be compared with a very similar 

introduction found in the first Volume of the Tatler. where the 

reader is informed: "It is both a charitable and necessary work to 

offer something whereby such worthy and well affected members of the 
1 

commonwealth may be instructed .." 

Jack, a poor Irish boy, being deserted by his beggared mother 

is taken into the home of Lord and Lady Truegood who bring him up with 

the aid of Mr. Kindly, even sending him to school with their own sons. 

At school, however, Jack gets in difficulty with a girl, and is forced 

to leave. From then on his adventures are in the world at large. 

The novel is very reminiscent, as previously mentioned, of Tom Jones, 

the portrayal of a good hearted boy, and it is written in the style 

and diction of Fielding, the author frequently speaking to the 

reader in the first person, for example; as Jack leaves the school, 

hé opens the advice given him by Mr. Kindly and the author makes the 

following observation: "As I have now some spare time, it cannot be 

better employed than laying before my reader the instructions of Mr. 
* 

Kindly's so often mentioned. Should he be wise enough not to stand 

in need of these precepts, I beg he will pass them over and skip on 
2 

to mere narration." 

1. A. Chalmers, British Essayists. Vol.I, Boston, 1856, P. 89. 
2. William Chaigneau, 0£. cit. ,P. 184. 
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Such a passage could hardly be found in Richardson or in many of tie 

minor novelists of this epoch. Following the passage quoted above is 

a very long essay on rules of behavior for a young man entering the 

world. The discussion is cleverly introduced in the manner of a 

letter from Mr. Kindly which Jack was not to open until in trouble. 

That the author’s purpose is undoubtedly to give good maxims to the 

reader is to be found in the selection already quoted^, for none of us 

surely is too wise to be instructed morally. The essay consists of 

the sort of fatherly advice which is very commonly given to a young 

man. "Be careful, observing every duty of religion. You will find it 

the surest, and perhaps the only way to keep peace and content in 

your heart. By being a man, be not ashamed of being a Christian; 

candour, integrity, and gratitude are some of the strongest links 

that bind men to each other. When these are absent, suspicion, fraud, 

and deceit will fill each breast •• In your dress, avoid as much as 

possible the gaudy and fluttering, but in the neat and clean endeavor 

to be remarkable .. Company and cheerfulness are necessary, but a con¬ 

stant jollity and mirth betray such a levity in the mind that your 
1 

presence will never be desired but to divert others." This digression 

seems to be a hodge-podge collection of mottoes and good advice from 

many sources. Under the guise of teaching Jack, Chaigneau instructs 

the reader. Contrary to either of the previous novels mentioned, the 

author speaks directly to the reader;as for example the completely 

unorthodox and humorous ending to Chapter Fifteen in Volume I. "He 

dreamed (e.g. Jack) but I(the author) beg pardon, for I find myself 

1.William Chaigneau, oo. cit.f pp. 185-188. 
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at this instance so drowsy that I must request my kind reader will 

follow my example, and by taking a nap, dream the remainder of this 
1 

chapter, " Shades of Richardson! Fortunately enough, in these 

twenty years there are few writers who follow this style of composi¬ 

tion, Again in the rather whimsical manner of Sterne or Fielding him¬ 

self, when one of the characters is about to carry on a discussion on 

the evils of gambling, Chaigneau states, "As a historian, I must be 

extremely angry with one Henry Fielding who has wrote the memoirs of 

a profligate fellow, whom he calls Tom Jones ,, This man has done me 

a great injury, and I am apt to believe that he has seen the materials 

of this history, for in one of the volumes, he has not only copied the 

very long discourse that Mr, Pense made on gambling, but has raked 

together all that the wisest have said or could say on that subject 

so that he has unfairly deprived me of the benefit of a dozen or twenty 
2 

pages, " etc. Fielding in Chapter Fifteen of Joseph Andrews after 

quite a long dissertation on vanity, which he makes in his character 

as the author, concludes with these words: "For know, to thy confusion 

that I have introduced thee for no other purpose than to lengthen nut 
3 

a short chapter; and so I return to my history." This latter 

quotation, then, is one of the direct parents of all such instances 

in the novels which attempted to imitate Fielding. 

A great part of the last half of the first volume is taken up 

with a comparison of France and Great Britain introduced in the novel 

through the characters. The French are criticized for allowing the 

1. William Chaigneau, on. cit.. P.193 
2. Ibid. P. 186. 
3. Henry’Fielding.on. cit.f P. 67 
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king too much power and respect. The English have more freedom,hut 

"A jealousy and the perpetual dread of losing it, throws them on 
1 

their pillows, and like the miser, they starve in the midst of plenty." 

The fashions of both countries are discussed, the manners, the theatres, 

and the morals. Mr. Vuieneuf, the chief speaker, concludes with the 

thought that both nations have peculiar virtues as well as vices, and 

if the people of one were less a dupe to glory and arbitrary power 

and the other less a prey to extravagant liberty, both would be more 
2 

content. The difference between the two great countries, France 

and England, was a very popular topic of the day and some of the 
3 

early periodical essays were on that subject. The only two essay- 

like discussions in volume II worthy of being noted are first the 

paper written by Mr. Villeneuf and read by Jack on the Irish and the 

state of affairs in Ireland. "Our whole conduct, " explains Jack 

speaking of England,"savors too much of a monopoly .. With regard 

to the kingdom, I applaud our wisdom in promoting and encouraging 

their linen manufacture. Their industry has brought this branch to 

such infinite perfection, which alone enables them to pay so great 
4 

a tax to England as two millions a year." The English policy is 

criticized and satirized; Chaigneau is something of a poor man's 

Mr. Drapier. The second essay occurs when Jack, who has gone into the 

army receives a letter from one of his friends on how to be a good 

officer. "To be an officer, there is no necessity of being inspired 

with supernatural talents. Common sense and the deportment of a 

1. William Chaigneau.op. cit•, P. 257, Vol.I. 
2. Ibid.P.258 
3. A. Chalmers, 0£. cit.. P.347,Vol.VI. 
4. William Chaigneau, op. cit.. Vol. II, P. 174 
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gentleman are sufficient .. The love of the soldiers is the happi¬ 

ness of the officer, and to gain that love, the method is short and 
1 

easy. Pay and ounish where due hut never strike." The discussion 

continues with many more rules on being a good officer which are 

simply good advice. Jack Connor, then bears out the theory that the 

essays are didactic or moralistic, the subjects ranging from mere 

good advice to politics. In this period, the political novel is not 

very prevalent, although many of the essay periodicals were full of 

politics. The earliest periodicals, in fact, were founded on such 

material, and it was only as the type advanced that moral precepts, 

stories, and characterizations became popular. The machinations of 

the author in the method of presenting the essays are more easily 

discerned than in either of the other novels mentioned. We feel the 

presence and existence of the author far more strongly indeed than 

any of the characters. But let me make one point about this type of 

presentation. It is only the exception, not the rule. The novel 

contains a great degree of essay material for its size, and yet in 

its own time, it was comparatively well known, being reprinted three 
2 

times before 1766. 

The History of Jenny and Jemmv Jessamv recalls us to Richard¬ 

sonian apostles, and these strange as it may seem are the most common, 

at least in the relationshio we are considering. Written by Eliza 

Haywood, the book is a painstaking and thorough discussion of marriage. 

The faults and errors of both parties are considered. It is also an 

instructive book presenting the right attitudes and qualities necessary 

1. William Chaigneau, 0£. cit., Vol II, P.199. 
2. F.W. Bateson (Ed.), op> cit.T P.543 
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to correct those mistakes and have a perfect marriage. A very useful 

book for our purpose, it demonstrates how an author follows the trend 

of the oge, and changes her material accordi ijly. Eliza Haywood was 

quite an old woman when this book was written, and she had been famous 

for a good many years for a rudimentary type of scandal-novel-romance 

which appealed to the reading public. With the advent of Pamela 

upon the scene, and a more realistic, mannered novel with much more 

incorporation of didactic, moralistic instruction, the former sort of 

literature was rejected. As Miss Haywood was extremely sensitive to 

the changes in public taste, she was able to effect a remarkable revolu¬ 

tion and shift from the purely romance adventure to the now more 

popular type novel inaugurated by Richardson, full of discussion, 
1 

digression,and conversation. Jenny and Jemmy Jessamy is the story 

of a young couole who had been destined by their parents from the date 

of their births to marry each other. Before they enter this serious 

estate, since both of their parents are dead, they decide to postpone 

their marriage a short while and spend some time observing the follies 

and mistakes of married couples, in order to be better equipped to 

make thèir marriage hapoy. The method by which the author will 

transmit the reflections on marriage is hinted at near the beginning 

of the book, through the means of a conversation of Jenny and Jemmy.- 

Jemmy suggests, "But my dear Jenny, as learning will not come of 

itself, and we should be equally perfect in the different parts we 

are to act together, hereafter, suppose we should resolve to commun¬ 

icate to each other (and thus to the reader) all the discoveries 

1. Edward Wagenknecht, op. cit.. P.41 
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we are able to make among the several families that either of us 
1 

have converse with." In the midst of this agreement Jenny is called 

to the house of one of her friends who has just been married four 

months. After her experience with the domestic quarrel that the 

man and his wife are having over the dismissal of a servant, she 

reflects to herself in an essay-like fashion:"Good Godl How strange 

a reverse does marriage bring! Who that sees a man a husband would 

ever think he had been a love?:? Till she was a wife, he would not 

have presumed to argue with her on any point she took upon her to 

assert ..If she is proud, imperious, and vain, it is on his own 

too great obsequiousness that he ought to lay the blame. Oh! Why 
\ 

will men endeavor to persuade us we are godesses, only to create 

themselves the pains of convincing us afterwards that we are but 

mortals! .. Marriage as it removes all coyness and reserve in the 

woman, so it destroys all suspense in a man .. Stripped therefore 

of that imaginary authority with which we once flattered ourselves, 

it is certainly the business of our sex to endeavor by the most soft 

and obliging behavior to preserve-and improve .. the love of him whom 

it is no longer in our power to awe by a contrary way of acting .. 

In my opinion the way to accomplish what we aim at is not to urge it 

with too much vehemence in the most reasonable things; much less 

can we expect sucess when we insist on such as are in themselves un¬ 

justifiable. In this manner did the sagacious Jenny reason with 
2 

herself upon the cause in question." And in this manner did Miss 

1. Eliza Haywood, The History of Jenny and Jemmy Jessamy,(Novelist’s 
Magazine.)London. 1785,Vol.XVJI,E17. 

2. Eliza Haywood, op. cix..P.22- 
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Haywood present an essay of good advice on marriage. We may recall 

at this point several essays on marriage in the Tatler under the name 

of Jenny, Issac Bickerstaff ns sister which are reminiscent of this 

general material. In Essay Seventy-Nine of the Tatler. for example, 

in advice to married people: "In all the marriages I have ever seen, 
If 

the great cause of evil has proceeded from slight occassions . One 

essay subject which Eliza Haywood interpolated in her novel that does 

not deal with marriage, except indirectly, and one which practically 

all the novelists from Fielding and Richardson made use of, was• 

the evils of gambling. Many times the subject is discussed in the 

periodicals, too, particularly under the title of sharpers in the 
1 

Spectator and Tatler. Gambling was a serious problem in the eighteenth 

century because it was so wide spread and so readily accepted. All 

classes, women, in fact the whole of society indulged in card games. 

Hoyle, whose name has become synonomous with card playing, published 

his famous book on whist in 1742. ' Nevertheless, the essayists, and 

moralists, did their best to discourage its vogue. Jemmy reflecting 

to himself on the conduct of a woman who relinquished her honor to pay 

her gambling debts states:"Every other pleasure or diversion has some¬ 

thing in them disserving that name; they either regale the senses or 

exercise the body, or relieve the mind; but gaming contrary to all 

these impedes the gratification of our most natural appetites; it 

enervates the limbs with too long sitting, it racks the brain with 

cares, it fills the bosom with anxiety, and in fine is a fatigue 

l.A. Chalmers, 0£. cit.. Vol.VI, P.374 
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which were it not the effect of our own free choice, would he in¬ 

tolerable. llor is this all (would he sometimes add). An inordinate 

love of gambling certainly proceeds from avarice, the most sordid passicc 

of the heart and consequently destroys all that is generous, noble, 

or sincere .. and renders the man devoted to this vice capable of 

no other wish than to enjoy the infamous triumph of bearing off the 

spoils of him he plays against .. He concluded from all this that to 

undo others, or be undone oneself was the almost certain consequence 

of gaming." It is very difficult to imagine, if one studies this 

excerpt closely any persons supposedly unrehearsed bring forth such 

thoughts as these, so perfectly expressed, so well chosen, so coherent . 

These reflections seem much more like a composition than rambling 

thoughts or opinions. The statement that Jemmy makes about the loss 

of honor by gambling is almost exactly paralleled to an essay in the 

Guardian. Humber 120, published in 1713. "All pay debts must be 

made in specie or by an equivalent. The man that plays beyond his 

income pawns his estate. The woman must find something else to mort¬ 

gage when her pin money is gone. The husband has his lands to dis¬ 

pose of, the wife her body. How when the female body is once dipped, 

if the creditor be importunate, I leave my reader to consider the 
2 

consequence." It would be wise at this point to clarify my conten¬ 

tion in this analysis. I do not mean by any chance to try to orove 

that the novelist lifted or plagiarized words and subjects that were 

used in the periodicals. On the contrary they did neither of these 

things. T7hat I uphold is that the novels took over the need filled 

by the periodicals and absorbed their moralizing tone in essay-like 

1. Eliza Haywood, on. cit.,P.31. 
2. A. Chalmers, op. cit.. Vol.XIV,P.330 
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digressions inserted in the novel. Periodical essays were very well- 

known, with a widespread popularity in the eighteenth century, and the 

novelist made good advantage of this popularity and tone by inserting 

them in the novel in addition to narrative. 

The next discussion is also from the mouth of Jemmy, after he 

has gone to supper with a friend, whose wife neglects his comforts 

to pray as she is of a very religious temperament. At the conclusicn 

of the episode, Jemmy thinks to himself. "It is not youth, beauty, 

' wealth or even mutual affection in the parties before marriage that 

is sufficient to constitute their happiness, when once entered into 

tha,t state: neither my friend nor his wife are wanting in any of those 

endowments or accomplishments which one would think necessary to 

endear them to each other, yet how miserable are theyj It must be 

therefore a conformity of principles, a parity of sentiments and 

humors and a certain sympathy of soul, ought to be the first links in. 

the hymeneal chain; and without them all the others fall to the ground, 

and have no power to bind. I think that my friend has every requi¬ 

site for making a good husband, were it his lot to have been united 

to a woman of his own gay temper; and the lady who now created such 

uneasiness both to herself and him would certainly have made no less 
1 

excellent a wife had she been married to an enthusiast." On 

reasoning further, about various discontents that so frequently dis¬ 

turb the felicity of conjugal life, he concluded that good nature and 

similitude of disposition, though the last elements considered and 

seldom if ever inquired into by the persons about to be united, were 

1. Eliza Haywood, op. cit.. P. 45. 
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the chief ingredients to make their future happiness. On hearing 

of this incident of the wife wfio neglected her husband and all of 

her household duties to pray, Jenny has the following thoughts about 

religion. "Religion does not enjoin us to be rude or unkind to our 

friends; and I know not if a just observance of the duties of social 

life bp not a more acceptable sacrifice to the Deity than all the 

orisons of our lips .. There are hours enough to be spent in prayer, 

without breaking in upon those which the oeconomy of the family 

requires. I am far from depreciating religious worship, but there 

are times for all things .. There are some people who are hypocrites 

without knowing themselves that they are so; they fast, they pray 

incessantly, they are abundant in giving to charitable uses, and do 

many other laudable actions; but then they do them not so much for 

the sake of the religion that enjoins us to do all the good we can 

as for the sake of gratifying their own vanity in being able to per- 

form more than their neighbors. " The remainder of the book for 

our purpose is unimportant; Miss Haywood becomes so interested in the 

plight and adventures of the characters that she offers us little 

or no real essay material, but from the excerpts quoted, one mayas- 
4 

certain that the essays in the novel are moralistic in their subject 

matter, e.g. how to make a good marriage, why not to gamble,and 

religion as a social duty. The essays are presented entirely in the 

words and through the thoughts of the characters, which is genuinely 

Richardsonian doctrine. That there is at the beginning of the novel 

an abundance of essay material is true. Toward^ the end, however, 

1.Eliza Haywood, ojo. cit.. P.48. 
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the author is unable to maintain this discussory matter, and drifts 

back to straight narrative. The book must have been popular in its 

day being reprinted three times in thirty years, and even today it 
1 

proves fairly readable. Eliza Haywood, herself, is our most 

powerful evidence that the authors of the day believed that this 

digressive style was the thing to imitate, because Eliza Haywood 

was an imitator first and last, very astutely copying the type 
2 

of literature currently demanded by the public. 

In Joe Thompson, by Edward Kimber, written in 1750, we have an 

example, superficially like Fielding, as Mr. Blanchard in his book 
3 

Fielding the Novelist asserts. The subject matter, the plot, Joe 

himself, all belong to Fielding, but the method of presenting the 

essays or moralistic discussions is profoundly Richardsonian. Joe, 

like Tom Jones, is a good-hearted boy who falls into temptations and 

scrapes, but his reflections on these occurrences are presented in 

his own words, without any interference on the part of Mr. Kimber. 

The author works completely behind the scenes, and in this respect, 

Kimber follows the main stream of the fiction of that age. The 

motto of the book strikes the keynote of the entire novel. Taken 

from Pope, it reads:"To wake the soul, by tender strokes of art, 
To raise the genius and to mend the heart, 
To make mankind in conscious virtue bold 
Live o'er each scene and be what they behold." 

The editor, in his preface, explains that Kimber, like many moral 

philosophers of the day had a superficial affinity to Shaftesbury 

1. F.W.Bateson (Ed.), 0£. cit.. P.545 
2. Edward Wagenknecht, o&. cit. T P.41 
3. F.T.Blanchard, on. cit.. P. 58 
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by believing and upholding the natural goodness of man. "The 

Life and Adventures of Joe Thompson is a delineation of the 

condition of unhappy mortals who are subject to misfortune, and 

the assault of vice •• and my author is not content with relating 

things simply, and has deduced them from first principles; and has 

endeavoured to make it appear that man is not born with any moral 

turpitude inherent in him, .. The whole work may be said to ex¬ 

hibit the triumphs of virtue .. X must look upon my author in 

another light also, with regard to the reflections, maxims, and 

instructive lessons scattered through every page of his adventures." 

Instruction again is the stated purpose. The story,supposedly based 

on fact, is told by Joe himself. In the first few chapters, Joe 

depicts himself as a Yorkshire boy and describes his early educational 

experiences, in a school where Latin was taught by the rod. He is 

"seduced" by a woman, in the manner of Joseph Andrews and the inci¬ 

dents progress in the same direction. The basic framework of the 

story is a Tom Jones-Sophia Western love affair between Joe and Miss 

Louisa Rich. The first essay-like digression occurs when Joe thinks 

aloud on the beauties of nature. Representing the same sort of 

deistic philosophy which we have already noted in the character of 

Lucius in Felicia to Charlotte, he commences : "What a profusion of 

embellishments has the Sublime Author of nature bestowed on the vi^bLe 

oreation at this season of the yearl How is the eye delighted with 

the gaudy blended tincts of green, and azure, and gold.’ .. and whole 

nature seeming in a state of exaltation to hymn the great creator. 

1.Edward Kimber, The Life and Adventures nf Joe Thompsonr London, 
1783,P.4. (Novelist's Magazine,. Vol.XII) 
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The loaded branches break beneath the weight of the various products 

of the season . • nothing can excite the mind to a greater veneration 

of the Great First Cause of all things than to survey all the won- 
1 

drous, delightful objects that everywhere bedeck the scene." HThen 

Joe speaks of the First Cause, he is talking deistic language, very 

reminiscent of Lucius. The deistic philosophy was not shockingly 

unorthodox in this period,and it is only natural that many of the 

essays hinge on this topic. Joe after many adventures lands in the 

Fleet, and reflects at quite some length on the state of English 

debt and credit laws. "To a thinking man, who exercises his 

reasoning faculties, nothing can be more irksome than such a miser¬ 

able state of existence .. Can there be a more horrible situation 

than to labour under this civil impediment, and to reflect that you . • 

as it were are buried quick from all'remembrance? Dreadful thought! 

which can be equaled by none but those of the remorseless creditor, 

who under the sanction of laws, too much abused, shall daily, hourly, 

become the torturer of some unhappy honest family, yet such there are, 

who .. every day repeat, ’Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors 

Continuing with this idea, Joe bemoans the fact that men continue to 

"Tear and rend their fellows", contrary even to the practise of the 

most savage of beasts. "Lions ne'er their fellow lions devour and 
3 

tigers love their kind." Two chapters later, Joe still imprisoned 

for debt gives an extremely long, sermonizing digression on his 

1.Edward Eimber, op. cit..P.55. 
2.Ibid.P.133. 
3.Ibid.P.134. 
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distresses. "Sure no, condition is more to be pitied than that of 

an unfortunate wretch under confinement for debt. His friends, tired 

with importunate requests for relief forsake him .. his enemies secure 

from his resentment load him with .. bitter invectives; his incensed 

creditors, .. arrogantly assuming to themselves the authority of 

Heaven call down vengeance and inflict .. unceasing tortures on his 

head, not remembering that the Saviour of the world (which is non- 

deistic language, therefore inconsistent in some degree with the 

preceding excerpt) has most authoritatively recommended charity and 

kindness to the prisoner .. ’I was sick and in prison, and ye visited 

me .Let us look abroad: do Turks or Infidels, thus treat their 

debtors? Is it necessary here when the wise Hollander finds it 

otherwise there, and every Christian country seems to act by contrary 

maxims. Oh Britain! thou land of liberty! How canst thou view dis¬ 

grace like this .. Rise Cornwall, Oglethorpe, and all the generous band 

of patriot souls, and see mankind redressed." The essay-like 

thoughts above seem to me the most serious and heartfelt that we 

have noticed yet. The author seems‘genuinely interested in reform 

that was sadly needed in the eighteenth century. Study, for example, 

Hogarth18 paintings of the "Rake's Progress" series. Although the 

above conjecture may be plausible, the deviation from the narrative 

is carried on by means of the thoughts of the main character and 

appears as a result of his experiences. In Chapter Ten after Joe's 

release from prison, and just before his voyage to the Indies, Joe 

receives a set of instructions from his father, recalling a similar 

1.Edward Kimber, 'op. cit.. P.126-137. 
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set in Jack Connor, but in the latter novel the author speaks 

directly to the reader, whereas in Joe Thompson, again following 

the Richardsonian trend in the manner of digression, the essay 

material is a more integral and natural constituent of the whole. 

The advice which his father gives him consists of ordinary, common¬ 

place notions of morality and good sense. "Preserve a thorough 

veneration for the Divine Being .. To your superiors show a generous 

and disinterested respect .. Never affect a superior knowledge to 

those you are concerned with .. Be not hasty nor passionate, the common 

fault of those who reside long in hot countries ..I charge you to 
1 u 

avoid all intemperances etc." After many experiences in the Indes, 

Joe is ordered to Surat, which he describes as the mart of the tropica 

From thence he sails to Bombay and finally to Fort Saint George where 

being employed on certain company affairs, he is required to make 

an account on his commission to the governor of that province. His 

discussion which he himself terms "some strictures of government" is 

one of the most diverting of all the excerpts from this novel. "There 

are, no doubt, a set of persons .. who are constantly uneasy under 

whoever governs. Man born a free agent, naturally aims at reaping 

all the privileges that are his happy lot; but he carries this some¬ 

times too far; he enters into a comparison between himself and the 

person who rules him; he erroneously imagines that that person should 

have greater talents and abilities than fall to the share of such 

finite beings; he sees him subject to the same frailties with himself, 

and he blames the power who could not better distinguish than to 

1.Edward Kimber, op. cit..P.138. 



appoint such a governor to rule over him .• The most divine and 

heavenly man that ever existed .. never entered in the merits of 

a ruler's character or its demerits: he even supposes, or seems to 

suppose that Providence has a great sway in setting up magistrates 

when in answer to the Jew's ensnaring question, without calling Caesar 

an usurper and tyrant, as he really was, he says 'Give unto Caesar 

the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God'sJ'. . 

Certainly, in the wise disposition Heaven makes .. it destines one 

man to this employment and another man to a different one; it also 

appoints those that shall govern and those that shall obey; and their 

obligations to each other being mutual, if the heavenly contract is 

broke through by either party it becomes void, of no effect, and such 

remedies ought to be applied to,as are thought proper by either 

side of the question; .. leave the minute springs and movements of 
1 

government to statesmen;" In entering further into the details of 

the problem, Joe thinks that one should reject an exploring inqui¬ 

sitiveness into the action of superiors, and avoid endangering that 

hurt to your mind that discontent and ill-nature produce. "Here 

we are happy - George reigns in every breast as he does over the 
2 

persons of his subjects with a mild and gentle sway." After a short 

panygyrie on George II, Joe dwells for a long paragraph on the virtues 

of a Lord Montague, who recently died according to Joe; Joe admits 

that the preceding examples are far away from the novel when he says: 

"But I can enlarge no more, though I long to on this engaging 

1.Edward Kiraber, or), cit.. P.168. 
2.Ibid. 
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1 
subject, which has carried me so far out of my road." The book 

ends on the key theme it began with, Joe saying, "I hope my papers 

may happily fall into such proper hands as will improve by my mis¬ 

fortunes; and by avoiding vice and folly .. acquire serenity. And 

with my Louisa I pursue a constant course of benevolence and kindness 

to our fellow creatures; I hope with Dryden - "77e ever will be blessed 
2 

who live to bless'." Admittedly the best way to teach is by example; 

therefore, Joe presents to the world a picture of his faults and 

somewhat alluring vices which lead h‘im in the climax into the arms 

of Louisa Rich and serenity, which is very apt to remind you of 

Smollett's Roderick Random, who after many picaresque adventures 

marries the unattainable Narcissa. Regardless, however, of the 

alluring representation of crime, Edward Kimber's reason for writing 

the book is to improve mankind as a whole, or so he says. All of his 

digressions were didactic; deism, prison reform, love of the king, 

all very worthy subjects. Unqualifiedly expressed by the characters, 

the discussions were serious, realistic, and reforming, especially 

those which dealt with the prisons. A second edition of the novel 

came out in 1751, a third in 1775, and a fourth in 1783, but the novel 
3 

is inferior to the others that have been discussed. 

In an extremely long, uninteresting, and involved novel of 

1755, Lydia or Filial Piety, by John Shebbeare, there is hardly 

enough essay material to reward plowing through the confusing mass of 
4 

character and episode. The only essay reflections come from an 

1.Edward Kimber, on. oit.. P.169. 
2.Ibid.P.221. 
3. Paul Ilorth Rice,and others (Committee on Editing), British Museum 
Catalogue of Printed Books. Ann Arbor, Vol.XXIX,P.246. 
4. F.VJ.Bateson (Ed. ), op.cit. P.545 
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y 
Indian, Canassatego, a Prince of the Onondagan trihe, who has sailed 

to England to "beg the King for redressais for the wrongs the Indians 

have suffered from the colonists. Having tried again and again in 

vain to see the King and discuss with him his grievances,Canassatego, 

embittered makes the following conclusions on the state of English 

affairs, which although set in a familiar mode are nevertheless 

entertaining; "TCe are the scorn of those whose virtues are all venal. 

Minions of dress, a curled, pampered race, who tremble at the 

northern blasts, the slaves of money; that yellow ore changes the 

face of nature; the eye sees not, the ear hears not; all human fac- 

ulties die before its influence; each liberal motive of the free 

born soul is quite erazed(sic) by that pernicious influence .. 

Sensation dies, the feelings of humanity expire before its blasting 

breath; frozen is the heart; the eye refuses that tear which nature 
1 

gave to wait upon compassion.H The noble virtues of the stalwart 

Indian present one of the first steps in the idealization of the 

savage, the cult of the primitive which carries over into the 

nineteenth century. The device of a stranger to a nation observing 

the people and habits, and remarking on them is common, indeed, 

consider the examole of the four Indian kings from India in 
2 

•Spectator Fifty. Canassatego continues his observations, stating 

with irony: "Happy nation where virtue is exiled from the throne(which 

statement is an attack on George III, fortunately expressed by a 

savage. However,the writers of the eighteenth century dared to write 

1. John Shebbeare, Lydia or Filial PietvT novelist's Magazine, Londai 
1786, Vol.XXII, P.206 
2. A. Chalmers, op. cit.. Vol.V, P.337-341. 
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much more strongly Against the throne than any authors even in 

our enlightened day), and skulks in shade ashamed of being seenJ 

Can falsehood support a kingdom and public prostitution defend you 

from your enemies? Axe then your sachems so iniquitous they dread 

to trust the safety of the realm to the defence of its inhabitants, 

suspecting some latent virtue remains amongst them to their undoing? 

Suspicion is the vice of tainted souls." Coming from a savage, the 

sentiments seem extremely elevated to the modern reader, even a 

devotee of Cooper. Canassatego still later contrasts his own 

illustrious society with that of the corrupt English haut monde 

for the benefit of a Lady Susan, whose ideas need to be improved. 

"Madame, family creates no distinction, but by its acts of wisdom 

and valor; the son unequal to the father's glory sinks to disgrace, 

and blood knows no honours but what virtue bequeaths it .. Vhere 

mental and bodily qualities are found superior, that man gains 

authority over our hearts. Madame, no man can be born a prince in 

our country; courage and wisdom, the love of :our families and 

country, and the service we render them create princes in our nation. 

An ideal state of society, to be sure, and the Indian intimates 

that the English ought to imitate it. Later in a letter to his 

Yarico in America, Canassatego still rails at the English: "ïïe have 

been deceived, my dear, with lying taies of warriors in this land. 

Can men, whose whole employment is the care of dress, whose locks 

curled with art, the daily toil of three long hours, nursed in 

l.John Shebbeare, op. cit..P.306 
2.Ibid.P.209 
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effeminacy, pampered in riot, borne by slaves in little houses, 

to screen their heads from winds and rain, .. The very God which 

they tell us they worship, seems to be forgotten amongst them..The 

image of the king, made on bits of yellow metal, is the sole power 

which they adore. To this their vows are all addressed, this rules 

their actions, for this they daily renounce their former God, and 

despise his power...These bits of metal, according to the number 

each man possesses, makes him brave, honest, just, humane, and wise.. 

Thy- sex, the tender woman, for this yellow dross, weds the man she 

detests, and meets the bosom of him her heart loaths to embrace." 

With the conclusion of these thoughts, concludes the essay material 

in this novel. Unfortunately there was not enough to redeem it, for 

it is this material that helped without doubt to make books more 
t 

popular and readable in this era. 

Millenium Hall, written in 1762, by the relatively minor figure 

Sarah Scott, but once attributed in turn to Oliver Goldsmith and 

Christopher Smart is in some degree, the most useful of all the novels 
2 

in this span for our subject. Wri-ltten forty years after the 

Spectator, the framework of the novel is very akin to the periodical 

essays especially in the idea of the club. The Spectator papers were 

intrinsically essays containing a great amount of novel material 

in the characters of Mr. Spectator, Sir Roger de Coverlèy and the 

rest of the club. The construction of Millenium Hall is the similar 

plan of a circle of women, instead of men, who have retired from the 

world for several reasons, but the difference between the two which make 

1. John Shebbeare, op. cit..,P.214. 
2. F.W. Bateson, op. cit.. P.545. 
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the latter a novel is the fact that the characters are involved in 

a situation, however slight that situation may be, and they react 

on each other through the means of sustained narration. There is 

an infinite amount of essay material in the book, and the kinship 

with the periodical essay is perhaps more easily ascertained in this 

work, for essays and stories are scattered throughout. In its day ' 

it must have enjoyed a wide-spread popularity as it had reached 
1 

into four editions by 1778. Perhaps one reason for this popularity 

is that its tone and ideas are so characteristically like the 

periodicals of the century, The central design is that two gentlemen 

passing through the countryside visit the hall and are,of course, 

curious about the lives of its habitants. A very common and over used 

device in travel books, it is nevertheless effective. The essays 

are entirely presented by means of the discussions and conversations 

of the characters. Lamont, one of the two gentlemen, a vain, 

young unbeliever in generosity or morality is in some wayp like the 

fop Lorenzo in Young’s Night Thoughts, and for the most part the 

essays are spoken to convince him that the moral virtues represent 

the best in life. The life story of the most prominent of the 

ladies is narrated by Mrs. Maynard; however, the first real reflection 

on morality is spoken by a Mrs. Mancel in response to an observation 

by Lamont that a certain enclosure that he sees reminds him of one 

where Lord Lamore, a friend of his, kept wild beasts for the diversion 

of ladies and gentlemen. Indignant, indeed, Mrs. Mancel begins: 

"To see a man, from a vain desire to have in his possession the 

native of another climate and another country, reduce a fine and 

l.F.17.Bateson(ed.) .on. cit. .P.545. 
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noble creature to misery •. shocks my nature. There is something 

so amiable in gentleness that Ï could be pleased with seeing a tiger 

caress its keeper, if the cruel means by which the fiercest of beasts 

is taught all the servility of a fawning spaniel, did not recur to 

my mind, and it is not much less abhorrent to see a venerable lion 

jumping over a stick than it would be to behold an hoary philosopher 

forced by some cruel tyrant to spend his days in whipping a top or 

playing with a rattle. Everything loses its charm when it is put out 

of that situation wherein nature or the all-wise creator has placed 

it. I imagine that man has a right to use the animal race for his 

own preservation, perhaps for his convenience, but certainly not to 

treat them with wanton cruelty; and •• it is .. criminal to enslave 

them to procure ourselves a vain amusement if we have so little feelirg 

as to find any while others suffer." In explaining to Lamont 

what is inside this enclosure, deformed and crippled human beings, 

whom the world would tyrannize, Mrs. Mancel continues: "Procrustes 

has been branded through all the ages with the name of tyrant; and 

from fitting the body of every stranger to a bed which he kept as 

the necessary standard, cutting off the legs of those whose height 

exceeded the length of it, and stretching on the rack such as fell 

short of that measure, till they attained the requisite proportion. 

But is not every man a Procrustes? We have not the power of shewing 

our cruelty in exactly the same method, but we abridge the liberty 

of them and torment by scorn, all who either fall short, or exceed 

the usual standard, if they happen to have the additional misfortune 

1.Sarah Scott, Millenium Hall.London. 1764,P.23. 
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of poverty. Perhaps we are in no part more susceptible than in 

our vanity. How much then must those poor wretches suffer whose 

deformity would lead them to wish to be excluded from human view, 
1 

in being exposed to the public”. In a later chapter in response 

to Lamont's surprise that these ladies would plead for society 

since they are out of it, Mrs. Mancel in correcting and instructing 

him sounds very much like Addison, himself. "Do you then mistake 

a crowd for society? I know not two things more opposite* How 

little society is there to be found in what you call the world? 

It might more properly be compared to a state of war, which Hobbes 

supposes the first condition of mankind •• What I tmderstand by 

society is a state of mutual confidence, reciprocal services, and 

corresponding affections ». We wish not for large assemblies, because 

we do not desire to drown conversation in noise .. I wish to make 

only these alterations in your statement, to change noise for real 

mirth, affected wit for rational conversation •• and to contribute 
2 

all that is in their power to the convenience of others.” Again 

in order to instruct Lamont, Mrs. Trentham states the following 

words on marriage which were occasioned by seeing a country wedding 

which the ladies were instrumental in arranging. "The example of 
* * 

the great infects the whole community •• It is common to blame the 

lower sort of people for imitating their superiors; but it is equally 

the fault of every station, and therefore those of higher rank should 

consider it their duty to set no examples that may hurt others .. 

l.Sarah Scott, op. cit.fP.77. 
2.Ibid.P.146. 
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While the nobleman lives like a prince, the gentlemen will rise to 

the proper expenses of a nobleman, nor will he be ashamed, of becoming 

a bankrupt when he sees the fortunes of his superiors mouldering 

away .. Whatever right people may have to make free with their own 

happiness, a beneficial example is a duty which they indispensibly 

owe to society .. Every station has its duties, those of the great 

are more various than those of their inferiors .. their more exten¬ 

sive influence, their greater leisure to sbrve their creator .. 

constitute many duties on their part.” Although certainly not as 

stylistically perfect as the Spectator, the general tone from the 

serious essays in the periodical carries over into these. Somewhat 

later in the novel there is a very long discussion on Christianity 

and infidelity with the conclusion that infidelity adds nothing to 

life which would promote virtue, in fact infidelity does nothing 

but deprive us of the reward for doing good. "I never knew any who 

were not a.ngry with those that believed more than themselves, and who 

were not more eager to bring others over to their opinions than most 

foreign missionaries; yet surely nothing can be more absurd; for these 

men will not dare to say that the virtues which Christianity requires 

I are not indispensible duties; on the contrary, they would have us 

imagine they are most sincerely attached to them; what advantage then 

can iso accrue to any one from being deprived of the certainty of 

a reward for his obedience? .. Or can we suppose he will be more 

virtuous,because we have removed all the motives that arise from 

1.Sarah Scott, op. ,cit.,P.146. 
3.Ibid..P.197 
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hope and fear? Shaftesbury in his Inquiry Concerning Virtue 

states about the same thing: "Thus a person loving life for life's 

sake and virtue not at all, may by the promise or hope of life, and 

fear of death or other evil, be induced to practise virtue, and even 

endeavour to be truly virtuous by a love of what he practises ..Or 

should he still believe little of the immediate interposition of 

Providence in the affairs of this present life, yet if he believes a 

God dispensing rewards and punishments to vice and virtue .. he carries 
1 

with him still the same advantage and security." One interesting 

point about this likable little novel is that Lamont does "rise a 

sadder and a wiser man." By the time he leaves the establishment, 

he has been won over to a course of morality and goodness, as well 
2 

as the reader of such a convincing conversion must be. The essays 

were all presented in the conversation of the characters, with the 

author completely behind the scene, again a Richardsonian tendency. 

In attempting to correlate the material in this investigation, 

before reverting to the four main problems mentioned in the beginning, 

I would like to explain that there were many books in this period 

that had no conclusive evidence of essay or any kind of reflection 

at all in them, but these examples, such as Betsy Thoughtless by 

Haywood, or The Countess of Dellwvn by Sarah Fielding, or Northern 

l!emoirs whose author is anonymous, have no distinguishing marks 

whatever. They may be paralleled with the best sellers of today; 

1.Anthony Ashley Cooper (third earl of Shaftesbury), Inquiry Con¬ 
cerning Virtue, selected from anthology Eighteenth Century Poetry 
and Prose.(edited by Bredwold and others), New York,1939, P.318. 

2.Sarah Scott, 0£. çit..,P.263. 
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in one short year, their value is gone. A representative selection 

of the most important minor novels of the period are included in 

this sketch, and that is what I was striving for. To return to 

our four main problems, the first is universally solved. There is 

no essay from Felicia to Charlotte to Millenium Hall, which was not 

moralizing in tone. Many of the subjects of these essays were 

different, yet the majority of them turned upon the important 

problems in the world as they knew it; deism, the relation of man 

to man, prison reform, are all the same type of subject matter. 

As quoted time and time again from prefaces, from authors, from 

characters, the ostensible purpose in the novel was instruction 

and improvement of mankind. That there was an abundance of essgy 

material in a great number of these novels attests the fact that 

the authors, at least, felt that this material would not detract 

from the popularity of the novel. If we may judge by the number 

of reprints, several of the novels containing a superfluous 

amount of these essay-like digressions were the most popular, 

proving that the novelists were not mistaken. The reasons for the 

interpolation of these discussions were diverse and various, and 

of course it is not possible to discover without doubt the motive 

for each one, but it is safe to say, I believe^that these lesser 

lights were following the trend of their age which admired and 

delighted in moral reflections. The major point revealed in this 

study has been emphasized previously, but it will bear repeating 

in this summary. There were two methods of presenting this 
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discussoxy material, one far more influential than the other. 

Thile many of the novelists followed Henry Fielding in plot 

and character details, only a small minority attempted to imitate 

his manner of presentation, e.g. as a wholly separated digression 

in which the author enjoys the liberty of talking to the reader 

about himself or about his art. Although we think of Fielding 

as the essayist, although his method of digression is more 

easily recognizable as an essay, his was not the style preferred 

by the early minor novelists of the first two decades of the 

development of the novel. In this respect, contrary to accepted 

opinion, Samuel Richardson was the master. 
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